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Minutes of the Technical Committee Meeting of the International Working Group
on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants,

IAEA Headquarters 6 - 8 October 1997, Vienna, Austria

The IWG-LMNPP Technical Committee Meeting was opened at 9.30 a.m. on 6 October 1997.

Mr. P.E. Juhn, Director of the Division of Nuclear Power and the Fuel Cycle welcomed the
delegates. In his opening speech he noted the importance of the subject on NPP Life Management
emphasising the stagnation in the construction of new NPPs world wide.

Mr. B. Gueorguiev in his opening speech noted a growing interest in the IWG-LMNPP activities
and called the IWG Members for broadening the scope of the IWG involvement in particular with
regard to changing electricity generating environment.

Opening remarks were also given by the IWG-LMNPP Chairman Mr. L.M. Davies and the IWG-
LMNPP Scientific Secretary Mr. V. Lyssakov.

The agenda of the meeting was discussed and accepted (Appendix 1)

The list of participants is given in Appendix 2.

At the beginning of the meeting the Chairman called for the minute of silence in the memory of the
Japanese IWG representative Mr. I. Suzuki who passed away in the beginning of 1997. Active
involvement of Mr. Suzuki in the activity of the IWG was recognised and the letter of condolences
and recognition to be sent to his relatives was adopted.

Mr. Davies also suggested to congratulate Mr. L. Steele - former chief scientific investigator for the
IAEA CRP and active contributor the IWG activities - with the distinguished award of the ASTM.
Corresponding letter was agreed and sent to Mr. L. Steele.

Mr. V. Lyssakov gave a Progress report on IWG-LMNPP activities in 1995 - 1997.

Presentation of the National Programmes.

The following reports on national programmes were presented:

An overview of Actions Concerning Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants in
Argentina - by Mr. R. Versaci (Argentina)

On the Implementation of Activities for the Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants in
Brazil - by Mr. R. Di Lorenzo

Belgian National Report - by Mr. J. Berthe

Lifetime Management Activities for NPPs in Czech Republic by Mr. M. Brumovsky

Current activities in support of CANDU Plant Life Management. A Canadian Industry
Prospective - by Mr. M. Puls
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Overview of German R & D Activities Relevant to Life Management of Nuclear Power
Plants - by Mr. R. Gillot

Hungarian National Report: Recent Development in Life Management of the Pressurised
Components - by Mr. F. Gillemot

Life Extension Programme of KORI Unit 1 NPP in Korea - by Mr. Sung-Yull Hong

Some Activities in France Related to the Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants - by
Mr. P. Petrequin

RATU2 the Finish Research Programme on the Structural Integrity of Nuclear Power Plants
- by Mr. K. Wallin

The Main Objectives of Works on Lifetime Management of Reactor Unit Components - by
Mr. Y. Dragunov

Current Status in Japan Related to LMNPP - by Mr. T. Otsuka

Swiss Report on IWG-LMNPP - by Mr. Ph. Tipping

New Swedish Regulations in the Area of Plant Inspection and In-Service Inspection - by Mr.
B. Hansson

Some aspects of RPV Integrity of Ukrainian NPPs - by Mr. N. Zaritsky

Reactor Ageing Research in USNRC - by Mr.M. Vassilaros

NPP Life Management Programme - Status Report for Slovenia by Mr. B. Glumac

Reports on relevant activities of international organisations and groups were presented:

Overview on Pre-harmonisation Studies Conduct by the Working Group on Codes and
Standards - by Mr. Y. Guinovart.
Mr. Davies, Mr. U. von Estorff and Mr. Y. Guinovart presented also some papers regarding
the operation of different European networks like AMES, ENIQ (European Network for
Inspection Qualification), NESCI Project, Project LYRA, ENDEF (European Non-
Destructive Examination Forum) and some other activities related to PISC programme. Mr.
A. Miller gave a short overview of the OECD/NEA activities in the field of mutual interest.
Mr. Pachner of the Department of Nuclear Safety of the IAEA gave a presentation
describing relevant safety activities on the topics listed in the IWG-LMNPP list of priorities.

The discussion of the IWG-LMNPP Programme was based on the report presented by Mr. V.
Lyssakov and the lists of proposed activities of the IWG for the year 1998 and the period 1999 -
2000.
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On the basis of these documents the following documents were prepared by actions groups,
discussed and agreed by the IWG:

1. The IWG-LMNPP updated Terms of Reference.
Modifications of the IWG Terms of Reference were considered in accordance with the updated

objective of the Project A2.03 and future project A1.04 (for the period of 1999 - 2000). The
approved Terms of Reference of the IWG-LMNPP are given in Appendix ...Corresponding IOM to
the DG seeking his approval of the Terms of Reference will be prepared.

2. Changes in IWG-LMNPP Terms of Reference subsequently required review of its list of
priorities for future activities of the group while considering new proposals for convening
specialists meetings and establishing new CRPs. The reviewed list of priorities is presented in
the Appendix ...

3. Future Programmes: basing on the reviewed documents (Terms of Reference and List of
Priorities) the IWG has developed future programmes of its activities for two periods:

year of 1998
biennium 1999 - 2000

The list of Specialist Meetings and their scopes were elaborated and agreed during the meeting.
This list as well as the full scope of the IWG-LMNPP activities including anticipated
publications and Co-ordinated Research Programmes are given in the Appendix ...

In the development of future plans the IWG also considered reports on relevant IAEA Nuclear
Safety Department activities and called for better co-ordination to ensure high effectiveness of
the IAEA involvement.

It was noted that the practice of reviewing and updating the IWG-LMNPP Terms of Reference
as well as list of priorities should continue in order to meet changing requirements from
Member States.

Members of the IWG were requested to consider if they would wish to host any of the proposal
meeting from the adopted list and, even if the information is preliminary, then to contact the
Scientific Secretary at the earliest date.

It was suggested that the next IWG-LMNPP meeting should be held in May 1999 in order to
ensure timely planning procedure for the next biennium of 2001 - 2002.
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Meeting of the International Working Group
on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

IWG-LMNPP

6-8 October 1997, Vienna, Austria

Opening address

P-E. Juhn, DIR-NEPF

On behalf of the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency I would like to
welcome you to this Technical Committee Meeting of the International Working Group on Life
Management of Nuclear Power Plants.

The development of the world economy, the use of modern technologies and the increasing
world population with the desire for the improvement of living standards all these factors lead to the
inevitable demand of the energy production growth and first of all to the increase of electricity
generation.

A variety of energy production options provides a broad spectrum of choice, however the
final decision on the selection of the electric power source in every country depend upon many
factors. And nuclear power still remains a viable option for electricity production. Being a proven
technology nuclear power makes a significant contribution to electricity supply worldwide.

hi accordance with the IAEA Power Reactor Information System as of December 1996 there
were 442 nuclear power plants operating in the world with the total capacity of some 350 GW(e).

Current situation in nuclear power worldwide may be characterized somehow as stagnating
since there were no significant orders for NPP construction during the last decade. The potential
market most probably will move to South-Asian region in the future.

However, there are quite a number of older NPPs operating in the USA and European
countries. Some of these plants have reached already more than a half of their design life and this
number increases with the time. At present time about 183 NPPs in the world step over the 15 year
operational life.

hi the conditions of absence of prospective for the increase of nuclear generation capacities
the topic of life management and assurance of the NPP design life becomes of great importance.

Nuclear power generation depends very much on the continued safe and economic operation
of existing plants. Nuclear power plants are getting older and, as time passes, problems associated
with plant ageing are becoming increasingly central to the industry and attract the attention of the
public media. Extending the lifetimes of existing nuclear power plants reduces the demand for new
ones and defers decommissioning and its associated waste disposal requirements.

Nuclear power plant lifetime is defined in many ways. Definitions may differ depending on
the consideration of technical, economic or licensed period. The ageing of nuclear power plants has
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been defined as the continuous time dependent degradation of materials due to actual operating
conditions under normal and transient conditions. Adequate monitoring of ageing effects to allow
for a timely corrective action is required in order to avoid a reduction in functional capability or
even a loss of function of major components. It is recognized that data availability is a key aspect for
plant life management and for the resolution of ageing related issues.

The IAEA programme in nuclear power plant life management promotes information
exchange between Member States with NPP programmes, offers assistance to member States with
an interest in reliability of NPP components, in-service inspection methods and programmes using
on-line techniques and special technological topics of nuclear reactors.

It should be also stressed that the implementation of this programme is intended to be
performed in a systematic way within the views of national experience in policies and strategies for
NPP life management programmes and taking into account financial and economic considerations.

The International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants got its
name in 1990 when it was decided that a greater emphasis should be put on ageing and life
management aspects of the NPP key-components. This emphasis led to the revision of the IWG
aims and scope of activities resulting in the updated terms of reference of the IWG.

The objective of the International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power
Plants (IWG-LMNPP) is now to provide Member States with information and guidance on design,
materials, testing, maintenance, monitoring and mitigation of degradation related to major
components, with the aim of assuring high availability and safe operation of NPPs. The objectives
of the IWG is considered to be very important for the world community and for the Agency and we
are glad to notice that the IWG-LMNPP is composed of representatives from 25 countries and two
international organizations. The IWG members are internationally recognized experts actively
working in the field of NPP life management and we would like to have your valuable advice and
comments regarding the Agency's programmes. We appreciate the great support of IWG members
and its Chairman in implementing the Agency programme, organizing specialists meetings,
developing the database and publications.

It should be noted that this International Working Group encounters more than 22 years of
the official existence and during these years all national representatives provided an invaluable
contribution to the development and implementation of the IAEA programmes.

This meeting of the International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power
Plants (IWG-LMNPP) is organized to review the national programmes of the countries and to
advise the IAEA on its technical meetings and activities in the subject areas taking into
consideration current progress, problems and operating experience. We hope that you will identify
problem areas and recommend types of activities to be taken by the IAEA for the assurance of
reliable NPP operation.

Since not all countries have adequate resources for work in the field of NPP life
management, it was recommended that the IAEA could provide a great service by coordinating
information on the topic. Hosting of conferences, convening of technical committees to analyze and
summarize the state of the art and publishing of status documents would provide significant
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assistance to Member States. The activities of the Working Group are important global mechanism
which provide exchange of information, discussion of programmes and problems in the area of
nuclear power technology between Eastern and Western Member States as well as between
industrialized and developing countries. As a result of its activities a permanent link has been
provided between the IAEA and the national nuclear structures at technical and scientific levels to
channel the support (and the reactions) of Member States for the IAEA nuclear power programme,
and to co-ordinate national contributions to the Agency's programme of activities.

I believe that the exchange of information in the coming days will make an important
contribution to reaching our common goal of achieving a high level of nuclear performance and
safety. The results of this meeting should help to clarify the main issues for future work in 1997-
2000, both for you and for us in the IAEA.

Concluding, I wish to all of you a successful and productive meeting. I also hope that you
will find some time to enjoy this beautiful country and learn from its rich culture.

Thank you for your attention.

1997-10-02
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International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

Opening Speech

B. Gueorguiev

Head, Nuclear Power Engineering Section

Since January of 1997 the former Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety was divided
into two Departments, namely Department of Nuclear Energy and Department of Nuclear Safety.
The Nuclear Power Engineering Section is now the section in the Division of Nuclear Power and
the Fuel Cycle in the Department of Nuclear Energy.

The objective of the Nuclear Power Engineering Section after the split remained the same,
i.e. to provide guidelines on engineering support activities and to facilitate exchange of information
and technology transfer worldwide to Member States with the aim to assist in establishment of the
national capabilities to implement nuclear power programmes and to asses and contribute to the
improvement of nuclear power plant operating performance.

In response to requests for assistance from member States which operate NPPs the IAEA
has established a programme on Nuclear Power Plant Life Management which is being
implemented within the project A.204.

Activities of the IWG-LMNPP fell under this project covering major topics on design,
materials, testing, maintenance, monitoring and mitigation of degradation with regard to major
components.

The aim of activities within the scope of the Project A.204 is to assure long term high
availability and safe operation of NPPs.

This meeting of the International Working Group is held at a very important moment. A lot
of work has been done in the field of NPP life management in Member States. The Agency's
project A.204 includes a number of specialists meetings, development of a database, Coordinated
Research Programme, preparation of publications and support of relevant TC projects. The topics
covered a wide range of structural material and component specific issues, operational lifetime
limiting features and mitigation measures.

From the proceedings of the last IWG-LMNPP meeting you know that there were some
changes in the Terms of Reference of the IWG extending its activities to certain economic aspects
and strategies and policies of NPP Life Management.
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Though the Terms of Reference of the IWG concentrate on technological aspects of
NPP ageing and life management this inclusion was suggested as important since the decision
on NPP operational lifetime is taken by the utility on a basis of economic performance, even so
though regulatory requirements are mandatory.

Therefore in the programme for 1998 and for the period 1999-2000 we would ask you to
consider general issues which limit NPP lifetime not only from material/component/plant
aspects. We believe that activities should be also oriented on facilitating information exchange
in the national experience in creating NPP life management programmes which would give a
systematic approach to NPP life management demonstrating strategies and policies to assure
long-term reliable and safe operational life of NPPs.

Speaking about Specialists Meeting Programme within the scope of the IWG-LMNPP it
should be noted that the meetings were very well organized and provided valuable material,
proceedings were published and they presented useful information packages.

The Specialists Meetings also resulted in conclusions and recommendations. We
consider these documents to be of a special value and hope that they together with the results of
other Agency activities, relevant activities of international organizations and groups, reports
presented by national representatives will provide a basis for establishing future programmes in
the field of NPP life management.

The specialists meetings were hosted by Czech Republic, Hungary, Russia, and also
jointly organized with EC/OECD/NEA.

National representatives from these countries and representatives of collaborating
international organizations played a key role in hosting and organizing those meetings.

I wish to express my appreciation to the members of the IWG, Messrs. M. Brumovsky
and F. Gillemot, as well as to Mr. J. Crutzen and Mr. A. Kruykov of Russia for their
contribution to the Agency's activities, their co-operation and support.

Special thanks to Mr. L.M. Davies who served as Meeting Chairmen for a number of
IAEA Specialists Meetings and Consultants Meetings assuring fruitful discussions and to a
large extent to the success of the events.

You have a full agenda this week. I believe that your recommendations regarding the
future IAEA programme are important, will allow us to concentrate on problem areas and assure
fruitful and beneficial information exchange.

I hope you will have a good meeting and enjoy your stay in Vienna.

Thank you.
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IWG-LMNPP Meeting 6-8 October 1997
Opening Address
L Myrddin Dovies, Chairman of the IWG-LMNPP

It is a pleasure to be working here with you again at the IAEA in Vienna. It
is always nice to have the opportunity io meet long-standing friends.

The membership of this Working Group is a measure of its success. The
number of countries represented here continues to grow. So one can
conclude, in turn, that that we are treading the path that Member
States wish the IAEA to follow.

Mr Leonid Yanko-our previous Scientific Secretary left the IAEA and
returned to work at Minatom in Moscow after our last meeting. He has
been replaced at the IAEA by Mr Lyssakov. While we observed the
pleasantries at the last meeting it is nevertheless good to see him again
and on your behalf to thank him for all he did for us. His was a major
contribution. To Mr Lyssakov we say welcome, again, and congratulate
him on his re-appointment. He will also have to walk along the same
road as Mr Yanko and because of the increased and easier
communications there is also more traffic on the road.

I would also like to thank Mr Juhn, the Divisional Director, for his unfailing
support for our activities. Mr Boris Gueorguiev, as always, continues to
give undivided attention and sympathetic support for our activities and
is a good 'pilot', to use a naval expression, for giving direction to our
activities

We will be hearing shortly from Mr Lyssakov , about activities since the
last IWG meeting. There has been a number of successful Specialist
meetings, in terms of international representation and content, the most
recent being the meeting at Vladimir in mid-September, on 'Irradiation
Effects and Mitigation'. It is appropriate to thank the representatives and
their colleagues in the host countries, and the IAEA, for arranging these
meetings. We will also be hearing about progress on the various TRSs,
the CRP and the large exercize now started on the IAEA database.

We modified our terms of reference at the last IWG. Of course our
Terms of Reference are the subject of continuous review but you will
remember that we agreed that greater emphasis will be paid to Plant
lifetime matters as a concept and also to economic factors. We should
see that changing emphasis reflected in future Specialist meetings.

Our proposed agenda is a full one and again our programme will be to
review our work since the last IWG -LMNPP meeting, consider national
programmes-and relevant programmes from other parts of the IAEA
and also international organisations. As usual we will review the IWG-
LMNPP priorities taking account of the existing and planned activities.
We will also consider the recommendations deriving from Specialist
meetings.

I hope you will enjoy the meeting and I will now hand over to our
Scientific Secretary-Mr Lyssakov. Thank you.
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Activities of the IWG-LMNPP in 1995-1997

In accordance with the IAEA programme and decisions made during the Past IWG-
meeting, IWG-LMNPP continued its activities within the scope of Project A.2.03 "Nuclear
Power Plant Life Management".

The current list of the IWG members includes 25 countries and 2 international
organizations as presented in Fig. 1. Romania has recently joined the Group, and the Slovak
Republic indicated its interest in the activities of the IWG-LMNPP.

The last IWG-LMNPP meeting took place from 31 August to 1 September 1995. The
work of that IWG meeting results in:

recommended Specialists Meetings, Co-ordinated research, publications and
database activities
support for training courses
approval of the modifications in the list of IWG-LMNPP priorities and Terms
of Reference.

The proceeding of this IWG meeting were published as working material IWG-LMNPP -
95/3 and distributed among IWG members. This report, therefore, will cover main results
achieved during the period September 1995 - September 1997.

The programme of activities included:

I. Specialists Meetings (SPM) on:

Irradiation Embrittlement and Mitigation, Espoo, Finland, 23-26 October 1995
"Steam Generator Repair and Replacement, Practices and Lessons Learned",
Ostrava, Czech Republic, 15-18 April 1996
"Sub-Critical Crack Growth", Canada, October 1996
"NDE Techniques Capacity Demonstration and Inspection Qualification",
jointly with EC/OECD, JRC Petten, Netherlands, 11-13 March 1997
"Methodology for Pressurized Thermal Shock Evaluation", Esztergom,
Hungary, 5-8 May 1997
"Irradiation Effects and Mitigation", Vladimir, Russian Federation, 15-19
September 1997
IWG Meeting (regular) on "NPP Life Management Activities", Vienna,
Austria, 6-8 October 1997

II. Coordinated Research Programmes:

Completion of the manuscript on the CRP on "Optimizing Reactor Pressure
Vessel Surveillance Programmes and their Analysis"
Completion of the CRP on "Ageing Management of RPV Primary Nozzle"
Establishment and implementation of the new CRP "Assuring Structural
Integrity of Reactor Pressure Vessel"
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III. Development of the International Database on NPP Life Management:

Development and implementation of the Software for the International
Database on Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials
Work on other components of the Database (primary piping, steam generators)

IV. Publications;

TRS on NPP Life Management, Owner's Point of View
TRS on Methodology of PTS Evaluation for All Reactor Concepts
TECDOC on CRP Management of Ageing of RP V Primary Nozzle

V. Training Courses:

Interregional Training Course "Ageing Phenomena and Diagnostics for PWR
Type Reactors", Karlsruhe, Germany 25 November -13 December 1996

VI. Technical Co-operation Projects:

BRA/4/045
CZE/4/017
MEX/4/047
ARG/4/083
SLR/4/004
UKR/4/004

VII. Research Contracts and Agreements.

Implementation of the IWG-LMNPP Programme during the reported period
(1995-1997)

Specialists meeting on " Irradiation Embrittlement and Mitigation" Espoo,
Finland 23-26 October 1995.
The purpose of the meeting was to arrange an international forum to discuss recent result of
the research on radiation damage its surveillance annealing and re-irradiation behaviour of
reactor pressure vessel materials. The meeting was attended by about 60 participants from 16
countries, 25 papers were presented. Chairmen for the Meeting were Messrs.L.M.Davies and
K.Torronen.

Specialists meeting on "Steam Generator Repair and Replacement, Practices and
Lessons Learned", Ostrava, Czech Republic, 15-18 April 1996.

The purpose of the Meeting was to discuss problems of steam generator operational
life and to provide an international information exchange on integrity of the steam generators
in pressuring water NPPs which is an essential factor for the operation and safety of these
facilities.
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The multiple stresses to which these components are subjected, such as mechanical
and thermal loading, vibrations and various types of corrosion caused by the primary and
secondary coolant fluids tend to shorten their service lives. International experience feedback
showed that for older designs severe degradation led to expensive repair programmes and in
some cases to steam generator replacement.

The meeting addressed the problems and strategies for steam generators life extension
such as design improvements, fabrication processes and new materials, corrosion/erosion
progresses, integrity of SG tubes and their plugging criteria, operational maintenance and
some others.

50 participants from 11 countries attended the Meeting presenting 24 papers on
relevant topics. The Meeting was chaired by Mr. L.M.Davies, Chairman of the Organizing
Committee was Mr. M.Tvrdy. The proceedings of the Meeting were published as IWG-
LMNPP96/1.

The Specialists Meeting on "Sub-Critical Crack Growth"

Was originally planned for the year of 1996. Unfortunately due to the lack of support from
member States it turned out to be impossible to collect reasonable quantity both of papers to
be presented at the meeting and participants involved. Due to these reasons the meeting was
canceled.

The Specialists Meeting on "NDE Techniques Capability Demonstration and Inspection
Qualification", Petten, Netherlands, 11-13 March 1997.

The Meeting was organized jointly with EC and OECD and intended to provide an
international forum for the discussion of recent developments, results and experience with
NDE techniques. It gave an opportunity to compare and access the qualification principles as
proposed or applied by the American Performance Demonstration Initiative, the European
Network on Inspection Qualification to detect and size flaws in order to assure structural
integrity during NPP design life or beyond.

National positions or experience were presented showing the typical variety of
applications of one or two general principles or methodologies in agreement with national
legal and traditional aspects.

Risk Based Inspection concepts were explained due to their relevance with the setting
of the ISI objectives and therefore the level of qualification required for each situation
considered.

The Meeting brought together 115 participants from 21 countries. 40 presentation
comprised the Agenda of the meeting.

The Meeting was chaired by Mr. S. Crutzen.
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Proceedings of the meeting were edited by Mr. U. Von Estorff and P. Lemaitre and
published as EC publication EUR 17354 EN and also as OECD/NEA Report
NEA/CSNI/R(97)1.

Specialists Meeting on "Methodology for Pressurized Thermal Shock Evaluation",
Esztergom, Hungary, 5-8 May 1997

The goal of the meeting was to exchange information as well as new results in
research and development, concentrating on the total PTS calculation and including PTS
evaluation and application in RPV life time and integrity assessment. The papers presented at
the meeting covered problems of thermal hydraulics, RPV temperature-stress field
calculations, fracture mechanics approach to integrity assessment as well as discussions on
PTS modelling, general procedures for RPV life assessment and mitigation methods other
then RPV annealing.

The Meeting was chaired by Mr.L.M. Davies.

It was attended by 70 participants from 18 countries and 3 international organizations.
Proceedings of the Meeting were published as IWG-LMNPP 97/1.

Specialists Meeting on "Irradiation Effects and Mitigation",
Vladimir, Russian Federation, 15-19 September 1997

The Meeting had a goal to provide an international forum for discussion of recent
results in research and utility experience on topics of radiation damage and its surveillance,
annealing and re-embrittlement of RPV materials.

The participants also analyzed the results and recommendations of the previous IAEA
meeting, held in Espoo in 1995, and included outcomes of that analysis in the Meeting
conclusions and recommendations.

About 25 participants from 15 countries attended the Meeting 24 papers were
presented.

Acad. L.M. Davies and Mr.P.Platonov chaired the Meeting.

The Proceeding of the Meeting were published as IWG-LMNPP 97/2 Working
Material.

II. Coordinated Research Programmes

CRP on "Optimizing Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes and
Their Analysis".

The final report on the CRP was submitted to the Publishing Committee and returned
for the second review. It is now under final revision and will be submitted for publication as a
TECDOC during this year.
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CRP on "Management of Ageing of RPV Primary Nozzle"

Final RCM took place in Erlangen, Germany, 15-16 October 1996. The final report on
the CRP is under editing process and is expected to be submitted for publishing as a
TECDOC in November this year.

Participants of the CRP were France, Switzerland, Sweden, Hungary, Russia, Finland,
Germany, Slovak Republic, Czech Republic.

CRP "Assuring Structural Integrity of Reactor Pressure Vessel"

CM was held in February 1996 considering the objectives and the scope of the new
CRP. Based on the recommendations of that CM the first RCM was convened from 9-11
September 1996. The second RCM will take place immediately after this Meeting on 8-10
October 1997 here at the IAEA Headquarters.

The RCM identified the scope and the time schedule of the CRP which encounters 23
participants from 15 countries. The main objective of this CRP is to develop and validate a
procedure for fracture toughness testing small specimens applicable to surveillance
programmes with the aim to use this programme then internationally for the more precise
assessment of RPV structural integrity.

III. International Database on NPP Life Management Activities

Major activities in this field were concentrated on the development of the software for
the first module of the Database, namely International Database on Reactor Pressure Vessel
Materials. Two consultancies in 1996 were devoted to the finalization of the requirements to
the Software system. The first prototype of the software was developed by March 1996 and its
final version was submitted to the Agency in September 1996.

After official letters were sent out to Member States proposing to join the IDRPVM
several countries accepted the proposal and later on some more joined the Database. At
present time 10 countries participate in the Database and 3 more are in the process of
negotiations. Those who joined the Database are:

Belgium
Brazil
Hungary
Italy
France
Republic of Korea
Spain
Russia
Ukraine
USA
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It is anticipated that before the end of this year participants will submit to the IAEA
their national inputs to the Database.

The Database is being filled in rather successfully and there are some prospective for its
future. For example, it is expected that the results of round robin exercise on RPV weld
material of WWER-type reactors which is being carried out at present time within the IAEA
extrabudgetary programme on the safety of WWER and RBMK nuclear power plants will be
also included into the Database.

The first Liaison Officers' to the Database Meeting took place on 15-16 November
1996 in London, UK when the first version of the Database on CD-ROMs was distributed.
We believe that we can meet the elaborated time schedule and will be able to distribute the
next version of the Database with the first national inputs at the next Liaison Officers
meeting, which is planned for 17-18 February 1998.

As you might remember, the International Database on NPP Life Management has a
modular structure. (Fig. 2). Therefore it is a continuing activity with a changing emphasis. At
present time the most developed part is the module on primary piping.

The recent CM, which took place 9-10 September 1997, provided a technical
background for the development of the software for the next module, namely, for the
International Database on Primary Piping (Fig.3).

The actions recommended were:
to check the legal framework
to seek for potential data suppliers
to start development of the software.

The next step is foreseen for the module for Steam Generators and the CM is planned
for 21-22 October this year.

Understanding that certain problems which may arise in some countries regarding the
joining of the Database the IAEA is carrying out its advertising activity during the SPMs and
other conferences. Good examples of this could be SPMs held in Ostrava, Hungary and
Russia. However, since the decision on its development was supported by the majority of the
IWG members, those, whose countries did not join the Database yet, should put some more
efforts in persuading the data owners in obvious usefulness of the participation which is
ensured also by the necessary security of the provided data.

It would be also appreciated if the next steps of the Database development are
supported by the advice from IWG members and their involvement in getting in touch with
relevant data holders for other anticipated modules. In the first turn they are for primary
piping and steam generators.

IV. Publications

The work continues on the TRS on "NPP Life Management. Owners Point of View".
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The final CM took place from 11-13 November 1996 and revealed the necessity of re-
scheduling and some re-assignment in author- and reviewership. Final contributions and
reviewing process were almost accomplished by the end of August 1997. The manuscript is
now in the stage of preparation for the submission to the Publication Committee and we
expect to realize this during November this year.

During this year the work on the TRS publication with the title "Methodology of PTS
Evaluation for All Reactor Concepts" has been started.

The first CM took place from 3-6 September 1997 in Gatlinburg, USA. During the
meeting the detailed content of the book was discussed and agreed, the majority of authors
were identified.

This activity seems to be very vigorous and ambitious. The next meeting will be held
from 17-18 December this year and will allow for definition of the state-of-the-art of the
progress and also coordinate-ordinate with some other key authorship to be involved in the
publication. The discussion of the final manuscript is planned for April 1998.

V. Training Courses

Interregional Training Course "Ageing Phenomena and Diagnostics for PWR Type Reactors"
was held in Karlsruhe, Germany, from 25 November to 13 December 1996.

That course was organized in collaboration with the IWG-NPPCI.

25 participants form 15 countries took part in the course.

The course was a success and it was recommended that this topic be repeated for
training purposes. It is intended to organize similar course in 1998. The time and venue for
this training course are open for proposals.

VI. TC Projects

There are 6 TC Projects in progress at the present time. All of them cover different topics of
NPP Life Management and are supported by the IAEA:

BRA/4/045
CZE/4/008
MEX/4/047
ARG/4/083
SLR/4/004
UKR/4/004

Within the activities of the IWG (including CRP), there are more then 35 research contracts
and agreements.

Conclusion:

The IWG is continuing its regular activities in the field of NPP Life Management.
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A number of SPMs within the Project A.2.03 were held in Member States during 1995-1997.
Those meetings were hosted by Finland, Czech Republic, Netherlands (EC), Hungary,
Russian Federation.

The final meeting of the CRP on "Management Ageing of the RPV Primary Nozzle"
was hosted by Germany. I would like to express my appreciation to members of the IWG
representing these countries, namely Messrs K.Wallin, M.Brumovsky, Van Dort,
Mr.F.Gillemot, Y. Dragunov and Mr. Gillot as well as to those persons who took active part
in the work of local Organizing Committees to make those meetings successful. They are
Messrs M.Tvrdy of Czech Republic, Mr.S. Crutzen and U. Von Estorff of Netherlands,
Mr.A.Kruykov of Russia and Mr. M. Erve of Germany. Special thanks to Mr.L.M.Davies
who chaired a number of SPMs and contributed to a large extent to their success.

Though the overall activity of the IWG is very successful it should be noted however
that during the last IWG meeting there were some changes agreed with regard to the Terms of
Reference of the IWG.

It is also a requirement of the current IAEA main directions that the topic of the NPP
Life Management should not be addressed only in a way of handling "key" components but
also in a way of providing a guidance for strategies and policies in NPP Life Management, as
it was already mentioned in the opening speech, bringing the analysis of existing NPPLM
Programmes to the practical advice applicable to the nuclear power programmes of the
developing countries. I believe that the future programme of the IWG activities, namely for
the years of 1998 and 1999-2000, should reflect and meet this demand.

Thank you for your attention.
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Fig. 1 Members of the International Working Group on Life Management of
Nuclear Power Plants
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IWG-LMNPP activities during the period 1995-1997

IWG Meeting (regular) on Life Management of
NPPs
SPM on "Steam Generator Repair and
Replacement, Practices and Lessons Learned"
Research Co-ordination Meeting (final) on the
CRP "Management of Ageing of Reactor
Pressure Vessel Primary Nozzle"
Research Co-ordination Meeting on the CRP on
"Assuring Structural Integrity of Reactor
Pressure Vessel"
Meeting of National Liaison Officers to the
"International Database on Reactor Pressure
Vessel Materials"
Interregional Training Course on "Ageing
Phenomena and Diagnostics for PWR Type
Reactors"
Joint EC/OECD/IAEA Specialists Meeting on
NDE Techniques Capability Demonstration and
Inspection Qualification"
SPM on "Methodology for Pressurised Thermal
Shock Evaluation"
SPM on "Irradiation Effects and Mitigation"

IWG Meeting (regular) on NPP Life
Management
Research Co-ordination Meeting on the CRP on
"Assuring Structural Integrity of Reactor
Pressure Vessel"

Vienna, Austria, 30 August to 1 September 1995

Ostrava, Czech Republic, 15-16 April 1996

Erlangen, Germany, 15-16 October 1996

Vienna, Austria, 9-11 September 1996

London, UK, 14-15 November 1996

Karlsruhe, Germany, 25 November to 13
December 1996

JRC Petten, Netherlands, 11-13 March 1997

Esztergom, Hungary, 5-8 May 1997

Vladimir, Russian Federation, 15-19 September
1997
Vienna, Austria, 6-8 October 1997

Vienna, Austria, 8-10 October 1997

TABLE I
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Meeting of the International Working Group on Life Management of
Nuclear Power Plants.

II. National Reports

6-8 October 1997, Vienna, Austria.
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1

AN OVERVIEW OF ACTIONS CONCERNING LIFE MANAGEMENT
OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN ARGENTINA

1. REORGANI ZATION OF NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES IN ARGENTINA

Since September 1994 the organization of the Argentine
nuclear activities, confirmed in April 1997, is the
following:

- "Nucleoelectrica Argentina Sociedad Anonima"(NASA) , which
operates the two NPP (Atucha 1 and Embalse) .

- "Autoridad Regulatoria Nuclear" (AREN)- National Regulatory
Board of Nuclear Activities).

- "Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica". ( CNEA - National
Atomic Energy Commission).

Within this scheme, one of the main activities to be
undertaken by CNEA will be to provide technological
assistance to NASA in problems concerning NPP operation.
Works on life extensions of NPP are included in these
activities.

CAPCEN - (Comite de Apoyo a Centrales Nucleares) -

In January 1996, CNEA and NASA formed the "Nuclear Power
Stations Support Group" .

Members representing Atomic Centres Laboratories and
Technology Branch plus NASA representatives from Headquarters
(Engineering) and nuclear power stations.

* MAIN OBJECTIVE:

To develop and to store knowledge on performance, safety
and life extension of critical components of power reactors.
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* MAIN ACTIVITIES:

Support for norms application.
Operation advice.
Support for predictive and corrective actions on reactor
components.
Support for research projects relevant to main
obj ectives.
International activities.

2. CAPCEN - MAIN TECHNICAL AREAS.

* Pressure Vessel and Piping.

* Heat Exchangers.

* Fuel Channels and Reactor Inner Components.

2.1. PRESSURE VESSEL AND PIPING

* MAIN OBJECTIVE:

Advise and predictions on pressure vessel surveillance within
design life and know-how development on life extension.

* MAIN ACTIVITIES:

** RPV Surveillance Programme.
- Measurement of specimens being irradiated at Atucha I.
- Ex-vessel dosimetry.
- Non destructive inspections at the reactor RPV.
- Revaluation of critical trasients.

** Analysis of existing measurements and life predictions.
** Thermohydraulic simulation of reactor performance under

accident conditions.

2.2 HEAT EXCHANGES

* MAIN OBJECTIVE:

Support for operating stations on inspection and life
prediction.
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* MAIN ACTIVITIES:

On steam generators and condensers:

- Chemistry monitoring of cooling system.
- Surveillance of equipment performance.
- Cleaning of equipments feasibility during programmed

outages.
- Activities of the project also include the study and

resolution of problems concerning steam generators and
moderator circuit heat exchagers.

2.3 FUEL CHANNELS AND REACTOR INNER COMPONENTS.

* MAIN OBJECTIVES:

To carry out researches and to issue recommendations to
ensure fuel channels and inner components optimal performance
at Atucha I and Embalse.

* MAIN ACTIVITIES:

Support on fuel channel inspection.
Support on channel replacement at Atucha and slaring at
Embalse.

3. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

3.1 PRESENT ACTIVITIES

PLANT SUPPORT

* Channel inspection:

** Dimension measurements in CNA-I fuel channels.

** Vibration measurements in CNA-I

** Inspection pre and post slaring at CNE.

** Slaring support code MACACO

** Fracture mechanics evaluation of PT during slaring.
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** Program for L-12 (B-102) and A-14 (B-298) replaced at CNE:

1) Visual Inspection.

2) Hydrogen and Deuterium and Hydride in the bulk.

3) Corrosion studies and oxides thickness.

4) Examination of pressure tube/calandria tube contact
region.

5) Fracture toughness and tensile testing.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

** Materials data base

** Own measurements of materials properties (off-cuts) .

COMPONENTS DEVELOPMENT

** QA of new channels for Atucha I

** Seamless and dog bones Calandria tubes for CANDU reactor.

MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

** Property changes under irradiation

** Mechanical properties

** Post-irradiation inspection of components

** Microstructure

** Oxides and hydrides. Reactor water chemistry.

3.2 MAIN ACTIVITIES OF R&D ON PT AND CT

To maintain expertise to support plant decisions on:

** Operation

** Inspection

** Corrective actions.
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3.2.1 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mainly within CNEA's "Zr Alloys Project"

MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT:

Development of know-how on material performance and
processing aimed to support:

- Manufacturing processes of fuel and cladding.

- Fuel performance.

- Support for operating stations.

- Development of new components

CAPCEN MAIN PRIORITY SUBJECTS

* Property changes under irradiation

* Mechanical properties

* Post-irradiation inspection of components

* Microstructure

Other subjects of CAPCEN interest:

* Diffusion at interphase in Zr-Nb alloys.
Zr alloys phase transformation

* Mossbauer spectroscopy
* Zr oxides:

- in single crystals and alloys.
- precipitates type Zr(CrFe)2 in the oxide.

PT and CT within CNEA "Project on Zr Alloys" and CAPCEN

* Enhanced radiation growth
* Hydrogen effects on performance
* Embrittlement
* Corrosion and hydriding
* Blister measurements
* Oxide cover. Depth properties and measurements.
* Hydrogen and Deuterium contents measurements by neutron

diffraction.
* Fracture of Zr.
* Texture and residual stress.
* Post-irradiation inspection of components.
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ABSTRACT

Brazil joined the IAEA IWG-LMNPP in 1993, in view of a potential
interest in the LMNPP subject. In this report, aspects of nuclear
activities, as well as activities related to LMNPP, are reviewed.

The nuclear energy scenario is presented with emphasis in the nuclear
share of the total electrical energy supply and in the nuclear sector
organization. Angra Nuclear Power Plant units are presented and some
construction and/or operational features, are discussed.

Concerning the activities on LMNPP, the contribution of different
nuclear sector organizations is briefly considered. Some aspects are
stressed with regard to an integrated approach of LMNPP and the
country's available manpower and technical infrastructure capabilities
in the nuclear field. The technical assistance of the IAEA in the area of
plant life management is focused.

From the experience of this first phase (1993-97) representing Brazil
in the IWG-LMNPP, special aspects are emphasized aiming, on the
basis of their consideration, at improving the efficiency of this
process. The implementation of a Brazilian network, the BRWG-
LMNPP, is underway, formulating plans for the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

• POTENTIAL INTEREST

Brazil joined the IWG-LMNPP in 1993, in view of a potential
interest on life management of nuclear power plants. It is foreseen
that its hydropower resources, in the south-central region, will be
exhausted by the beginning of the next decade. On one hand, the
Country spent a long period for nuclear power implementation and,
on another hand, the national global infrastructure in this field has
been settled.

NOMINATION/SECOND ATTENDANCE

Mr. Di Lorenzo is now, the representative of Brazil to the IAEA
IWG-LMNPP, succeeding Mr. Tofani, responsible for this task
since 1993. Both representatives come from a nuclear research
center, the CDTN, formerly linked to the industry (NUCLEBRAS)
and, now, to the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission.

IMPLEMENTION PHASE REPORT

Efforts have been endeavored to create a team within Brazilian
nuclear organizations, to face and disseminate aspects related to the
aging and the safe, reliable and economic life extension of nuclear
power plants. This implementation was rather slow, as a
consequence of problems faced by nuclear sector, as a whole.
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2. NUCLEAR ENERGY SCENARIO

ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY

Brazilian gross energy generation reaches about 310 TWh, which
are consumed by around 160 millions inhabitants, unevenly
distributed over 8.5 millions square Kilometers. The total nominal
electrical power capacity attains about 58 GWe. This value can be
splited into 51 GWe from hydro and 7 GWe from thermal power
plants.

NUCLEAR SHARE / FORECAST

The share of nuclear power amounts to 0.6% of total electrical
power installed capacity. According to national plans, by the year
2000, there will be a nuclear demand, in the south-central region, of
about 2 GWe and, up to the year 2010, in the whole Country, from 7
to 16 GWe. Besides these figures, the nuclear share over the last
years, according to the records, has been: 0.2% in 1993, around 0%
in 1994, 0.1% in 1995 and 0.7% in 1996, from the total supplied
electrical energy.

• NUCLEAR SECTOR

The organizations, which act different roles in the Brazilian Nuclear
Power Program are shown in the following table. Federal
Government institutions and private organizations act within their
typical different missions. In a few words, ELETROBRAS is the
electrical system planner; FURNAS, the owner and operator;
NUCLEN, the architect-engineer and constructor. SAE/CNEN is
responsible for nuclear policy. Furthermore, CNEN deals with the
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fuel cycle industry; heavy components production; licensing and
inspection of nuclear installations; and research and development in
nuclear and related areas.
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3. NOTICE ABOUT ANGRA NPPs

CNAAA / ANGRA SITE

The Almirante Alvaro Alberto Nuclear Power Station (CNAAA) is
located near the city Angra dos Reis, mid-way between Rio de
Janeiro (130 km) and Sao Paulo (220 km), not too far from Belo
Horizonte (350 km). In the photo, as shown in the picture, one can
see ANGRA #1, on the right, and ANGRA #2, on the left side.

• ANGRA # 1

ANGRA #1 is a Westinghouse PWR, with nominal power rated at
626 MWe. FURNAS is the owner and operator. Its commercial
operation started in 1982 and its cumulative capacity factor, over the
last 15 years, is as low as about 20%, due to the nuclear option
controversy and a series of well-known contractual, design and
construction problems. Nevertheless, it is now being operated in
good conditions and, for instance, over the year 1990 an availability
factor, as high as 89%, was achieved. This unit is responsible, today,
for about 15% of the energy consumed in Rio de Janeiro city.

ANGRA#2AND#3

ANGRA #2 is a Siemens-KWU PWR with a nominal power of 1245
MWe. FURNAS is the plant owner and future operator. The
construction, which is in charge of NUCLEN, started in 1976,
suffering a series of shortages due to political and financial matters.
Its startup is foreseen to take place in 1999. ANGRA # 3 is similar
to ANGRA #2. Half of its systems is assured, but some uncertainties
about its construction still remain.
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NUCLEAR SECTOR

• GOVERNMENTAL

• MME - Ministry for Mines and Energy
ELETROBRAS - Brazilian Electrical Power Plants

FURNAS - Furnas Electrical Power Plants
NUCLEN - Engineering and Services

• SAE - Secretariat for Strategic Affairs
CNEN - Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission

NUCLEP - Heavy Components Industry
INB - Brazilian Nuclear Industries
DRS - Directorate for Safety and Radioprotection
DPD - Directorate for R&D
CDTN - Center for Nuclear Technology Development
(Belo Horizonte)
IEN - Institute for Nuclear Engineering (Rio de Janeiro)
IPEN - Institute for Energy and Nuclear Research (Sao
Paulo)
CRCN- Regional Center for Nuclear Sciences (Recife)

• MEC - Ministry for Education
Federal University

Schools of Engineering
Faculties of Sciences

• MBR - Ministry for Navy
CETEM - Navy Center for Nuclear Technology
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NUCLEAR SECTOR

(CONTINUED)

• PRIVATE

• Engineering Companies

• Industries

• Universities

• Associations

ABNT/COBREN - Brazilian Association for Technical Standards/
Brazilian Committee for Nuclear Standards

IBQN - Brazilian Institute for Nuclear Quality
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4. WORK ON ANGRA SITE

• ANGRA #1

ANGRA #1 is operated by FURNAS and the Brazilian CNEN is,
"in situ", continuously inspecting and licensing the plant. Under
normal situations, surveillance and maintenance procedures have to
comply with national commitments and it is licensed step by step.
Under abnormal conditions the utility hires independent national
and international expert teams, case by case, to solve the intervening
questions. Pertinent information concerning this plant are
transmitted to international organizations, such as: IAEA, WANO
(World Association of Nuclear Operator) and INPO (Institute of
Nuclear Power Operators). No LMNPP strategies or working group
tasks are part of operators' duties.

ANGRA #2

In parallel to the operation of the first unit, ANGRA #2 is being
constructed by NUCLEN and its contractors, since about twenty
years. Large warehouses are been used for the conditioning of
equipment, components, structures and materials of all sorts, in
order to avoid their degradation. This is a huge, expensive and
uncommon life management activity. Some problems concerning
specific subjects like temperature stratification and its consequences
in the main lines of the plant have been, theoretically, dealt with.
NUCLEN, as it is world while known, works in close connection to
Siemens-KWU and other German partners. There is no formal group
acting on LMNPP.
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• CNEN/REGULATORY BOARD

A branch of CNEN is responsible for regulatory matters in the
Brazilian nuclear sector. As far as ANGRA units are concerned,
CNEN deals with standards, rules, inspection and licensing and, has
access to all safety related data about the plants. Within this branch
there is no LMNPP group.
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5. CNEN R&D ACTIVITIES RELATED TO LMNPP

INTEGRATED APPROACH

An integrated approach at handling aging and life extension
specificity in engineering plants assumes that the technical and
managerial teams ought to have a broad understanding of the
concerned plant, as a whole. Moreover, one has to proceed with the
breakdown and ranking of the plant systems, equipment,
components and structures. Different fields, corresponding to
process, mechanical, electrical, materials engineering expertise have
to be considered. Besides, it comprehends theoretical,
computational, experimental, design and field application features.
Finally, the need of understanding all phenomena, from fundamental
to applied viewpoint, must be kept in mind. This approach, with a
broad and comprehensive scientific, academic, industrial and
economical scope, seems to be a suitable background for settling a
national working group on LMNPP. Furthermore, this approach
reflects the intention to comply with the IWG-LMNPP "Terms of
Reference" and "List of Priorities" statements.

• CAPABILITIES

A branch of CNEN is devoted to the Research and Development in
nuclear and related fields. This role is attributed to its Directorate
for Research and Development, which is represented by its four
Institutes: in Belo Horizonte (founded in 1952, about 400
employees), Recife (1997,-), Rio de Janeiro (1965, 300), and Sao
Paulo (1953, 1300). Their activities encompass the whole fuel cycle
and reactor engineering. These Institutes were founded as university
departments based, in ancient times, on research reactors and
support laboratories use by skilled personnel. Theoretical and
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computational aspects of life management are conducted through the
development and use of physical models and software, which are
validated with the support of experimental research. The structural
integrity infra-structure comprehends areas such as mechanical
testing, non destructive examination, stress-strain analysis,
vibration, fracture mechanics, corrosion, physical metallurgy,
analytical chemistry, etc. Besides, thermalhydraulic loops and
laboratories are available for reactor systems out-of-pile
experiments.

• FIELD APPLICATIONS

Knowledge is generated and applied to solve practical engineering
problems in nuclear power plants, fossil fueled power plants and
other nuclear and non nuclear installations. In solving problems
occurring in the ANGRA nuclear power plants, a few tasks were
undertaken, such as, stress-strain measurements in the containment
vessel, examination of defects on condensers tubes, evaluation of
painting procedures under environmentally assisted corrosion,
testing of defects in Zircalloy fuel claddings, post irradiated fuel
sipping, etc.
In the conventional field, assistance has been given to the
development of activities of a national group on integrity and life
extension of fossil electric power plants (about 24 in the Country).
The main area of work was related to the diagnosis of existing
plants for safe operation, power upgrading, retrofitting or
refurbishing and viability of transformation from oil to gas plants.
A list of other services has been offered to the industry, related with
hydropower components, petrochemical and steel making systems,
fuel cycle units, research reactors, dams and structures for waste
containment, bridges, biomedical engineering and historical
monuments.
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6. SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFER

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Project BRA/4/042 on "Stress-Strain Analysis of Nuclear Reactor
Components" has been completed. After a series of expert missions
to Brazil, two Brazilian experts visited laboratories in Russia.
A new Project BRA/4/045 on "Life Management of Nuclear Reactor
Safety Components" was started. This project focuses general
strategic aspects concerning life management and life extension,
materials engineering and thermalhydraulics. Two expert missions
took place on these subjects (Mr. Brumovsky and Mr. Nurkkala).
Brazil has recently started integrating the Coordinated Research
Program on "Assuring Structural Integrity of Reactor Pressure
Vessels".

• UNIVERSITIES

The cooperation between CNEN and the academic world is very
fruitful. On one direction, the R&D Centers have a small part of
their scientists teaching or supervising master and doctor theses at
Universities, as part of common research programs or industrial
contracts. On the opposite direction, professors and students
conduct their researches at the CNEN R&D Centers.

• INDUSTRY

Partnership with the industry is managed as contracts in specific
engineering problems. One example is the kind of services offered
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by CNEN to the architect engineer (NUCLEN), to the utility
(FURNAS) and to their sub-contractors , concerning ANGRA units.

• SOCIETIES AND MEETINGS

Some technical and scientific associations and societies and the
promoted meetings are listed, as follows.
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SOCIETIES AND MEETINGS

ABEN - Brazilian Society for Nuclear Energy
CGEN - General Congress on Nuclear Energy
ENFIR - Meeting on Reactor Physics and Thermalhydraulics
ENAN - Meeting on Nuclear Technique Applications

ANS/LAS - American Nuclear Society/ Latin American Section
Specialist Meeting of the ANS/LAS

ABCM - Brazilian Society for Mechanical Sciences
COBEM - Congress on Mechanical Engineering
ENCIT - Meeting on Thermal Sciences
SIBRAT - Symposium on Pressure Components
IEV - Conference on Integrity and Life Extension Assessment of
Industrial Plants

ABEND - Brazilian Society for Non Destructive Testing
CONAEND - Congress on Non Destructive Testing

ABEQ - Brazilian Society for Chemical Engineering
COBEQ-Congress of the ABEQ

ABM - Brazilian Society for Metals and Metallurgy
Congress of the ABM

ABC - Brazilian Society for Ceramics
Congress of the ABC
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

• SPECIAL FEATURES

As it is expected, each country has its own technical and managerial
difficulties to implementing a LMNPP Program. The nuclear option
to complement available power in south-central Brazil is a reality.
Over the long time span needed for the implementation of Brazilian
nuclear power units, different organizations involved with the
process, achieved a solid knowledge about their roles, missions,
duties and potentialities.

BRAZILIAN WORKING GROUP ON LMNPP

The special features which were pointed out mean that, there is in
the Country a human raw material which can be shaped to
accomplish the implementation of a Brazilian Working Group on
LMNPP, aiming at channeling relevant information and actions on
LMNPP philosophy.

• PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

In the near future a series of IAEA expert missions is planned.
During these missions a series of seminars will be promoted to
improve the participation of national partners. Besides, the
promotion of a workshop and a IWG Specialist Meeting, to be
jointly sponsored by the IAEA and CNEN, would be worthwhile to
reinforce LMNPP activities in the Country.
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Licensing
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• Conclusions
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Licensing

10 years safety re-evaluation

Analysis of operational problems

Safety concerns discussed during licensing of the last
four Belgian NPP's

Feedback from foreign plants operation

Other safety topics identified during the same period

energy engineering
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Licensing

Examples of topics and/or resulting modifications

• Change of the process computer at Doel 1 & 2 (aspects
of information to the operator)

• Seismic re-evaluation of Tihange 1 (0.17 g vs 0.1 g)

• Verification of today's adequacy of some basic criteria
at Tihange 1

e.g. : environmental site conditions
extreme climatological conditions

• Evaluation of containment insulation and sump
filtration equipment

T^ACTEBEL
i energy engineerings
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Licensing

Examples of topics and/or resulting modifications (cont'd)

• Severe accidents : PASSIVE AUTOCATALYTIC

Recombiners have been installed in

- Doel 1 (1995),

- Doel 2 (1996),

- Doel 3 (1996),

- Tihange 1 (1996),

- Tihange 2 (1996),

and will be installed in

- Tihange 3 (1998-2000),

- Doel 4 (1998).

• PRA

• Modification of instrumentation and control
penetrations at Tihange 1 and Doel 1 & 2
(result of qualification testing)

• Evolution of ISI technology

• Pressurizer protection system

I energy engineering •
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Pressurizer Protection System

Qualification for safe operation of

the primary circuit overpressure protection system

has addressed the following concerns :

• qualification of Pressure Operated
Relief Valves (PORVs) operators;

• water slug discharge through the PORVs
and Pressurizer Safety Valves (PSVs);

• calibration of PSVs;

• cold overpressure protection;

• qualification of the pressurizer
discharge piping system.

Paper presented at the May 1997 ICONE conference in

Nice (France) :

"Effect of medium and temperature on set point

of spring loaded pressurizer safety valves"

M. Cawoy & R. Vandenbussche, Belgatom

energy engineering •
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In-Service Inspection Programs
and Analyses

Mechanical components

Reactor vessel

Reactor vessel head penetrations

Reactor internals

Steam generators

Thermal stratification

• Civil structures

Primary containment

Other civil structures

- 5 5 -
energy engineering



Reactor Pressure Vessels

1) Development of enhanced surveillance approach

• Development of fracture toughness evaluation

methods on subsized specimens

(CEN/SCK - ELECTRABEL - TEE)

• Crack arrest fracture toughness evaluation based

on the arrest force measured in the instrumented

charpy-test

• Modeling of irradiation embrittlement mechanism

(joint ELECTRABEL - CEN/SCK program)

Development of micromechanics modelling

for the interpretation of fracture toughness

measurements on RV surveillance specimens

I energy engineering •
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Reactor Pressure Vessels

1) Development of enhanced surveillance approach

Trepanning of BR3 vessels

• Re-irradiation of materials (BR3 - JRQ - 73W - ...)

Transfer of one surveillance capsule from

Tihange 1 to Tihange 2 to accelerate irradiation

• Communications presented at

- ASTM 18th symposium

on effects of irradiation on materials,

Hyannis, 1996

- ASTM symposium on small specimen test

techniques, New Orleans, 1996

I energy engineering!
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Reactor Pressure Vessels

2) Participation in the working group AMES

(European Action Group on RPV Materials

irradiation) Effects and Studies (TEE/CEN/SCK)

3) Participation in the working group IGRDM

(International Group on Radiation Damage

Mechanisms)

I energy engineering •
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Inspection status in Belgium

Head Penetrations
Inspection

date

Oct 92

March 93

June 93

Sept 93

Oct 93

April 94

May 94

Dec 96

Unit

Tihange 1

Tihange 3

Doel 3

Doel 1

Tihange 2

Doel 4

Doel 2

Tihange 3

BMI Penetrations
May 95

SI Nozzles
Oct 95

Doel 2

Doel 1

* At the inspection date

Age*

17

8

10

19

10

9

19

11

20

20

(1) Intercontrole and AIB-Vincotte
(2) Indications of original defects in the

EFP*
(hours)

130000

60000

84000

140000

83000

68000

125000

85000

132000

160000

weld due

Manufacturer

Creusot-Loire

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

Cockerill

to lack of fusion

JO

312

318

287

307

287

314

307

318

287

287

Inspector

ABB-R

ABB-R

ABB-R

W

ABB-R

ABB-R

W

ABB-R

ABB-TRC

(1)

Inspected

penetrations

64

65+2+3

65+1

49

65+1

65+2+ 3

49

65+2+3

13

2

Results

no crack
(1 indication)

no crack

no crack

no crack
(1 indication)

no crack

no crack

no crack (2)

1 indication

no crack (2)

no crack (2)

r A1 A
4D-7331



Reactor Vessel Internal Components

Tihange 3 upper internals guide-tube split pins (x750)

inspection in 1995 and 1996 lead to replacement

in 1998

Baffle-former bolts

• Participation in CIR with EPRI

(cooperative IASCC Research)

• Participation in the International Reactor Internals

Baffle bolts program set up by WESTINGHOUSE

I energy engineering •
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Steam Generators

Status on replacement

Nuclear Power Plant

Doel 3

Tihange 1

Doel 4

Tihange 3

Tihange 2

Year of replacement

1993

1995

1996

1998*

2001

*New steam generators are on site

energy engineering
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Primary containment

Concrete - stress and strain measurements

• Cables - stress measurements in selected cables

Visual inspection of outside surface of containment

• Periodic pressure test

Basis for justification for extending design life

beyond the life assumed at the design stage

-62 -



Other civil structures

Seismic category 1

- settling of structures and foundations

- differential movements of adjacent structures

- possible signs of abnormal cracking,
pulverulence,...

• Traditional maintenance and prevention measures
against material ageing mostly due to meteorological
phenomena

Examples :

- auxiliary cooling towers degradation at Doel 1 & 2

- main cooling towers follow-up program (in
collaboration between EDF and TRACTEBEL)
lead to repairs and protection measures on two
cooling towers

- backfill materials laid in the bottom of the
Schelde river in Doel to avoid erosion of the water
intake piles

energy engineering •
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Electrical equipment

Approach in terms of qualified life
rather than design life

Problems of obsolescence

Qualification tests

at design stage or at time of replacement

•RACTE3=L
i energy engineering •
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Electrical equipment

Projected qualified life (class IE)

Period during which it is installed and capable of
functioning correctly even in the case of an accident
(DBA, earthquake, external accident). It is imperative
to replace the equipment or their components before
PQL expires

Examples

- I/P converters, actuators, electrovalves

Measurement of life in light of the severity of the
environment the equipment was actually exposed
to (transmitters, temperature sensors, primary
pumps, speed sensors). In many cases, the
qualified life has been extended from 15 to 25
years.

TCACTE3EL
energy engineering •
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Electrical equipment

Recommended qualified life (class IE)

Period during which it is installed and capable of
functioning correctly event after an earthquake or an
external accident and at the expiry of which it is
recommended that it be replaced.

Ageing tests or operating experience

Allow to estimate RQL for

- HARSH environment outside containment
(pressure switches)

- MILD environment (capacitors)

energy engineering •
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Electrical equipment

Obsolescence

• Early warning when purchasing spare parts

Examples

- transmitters
- nuclear instrumentation system cabinets at Doel 1

& 2 and Tihange 1

Not specific to qualified equipment

Examples

- replacement of complete electrical cabinets
- rod position indication system

• Close contacts with manufacturers to keep aware of
the evolution of the products

I energy engineering •
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Predictive maintenance

ISI, Periodic testing, Specific measurements,
Overall experience, Qualification programs

Support to predictive maintenance programs
repairs or replacements

Examples

• SG replacements

• Up-flow conversion on reactor internals at
Tihange 1

• Condenser replacements

• Low pressure rotor replacement at Doel 3,
Tihange 1 & 2

• Split pins replacements

I energy engineering •
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Conclusions

• Degradation phenomena affect the design life of a

component

• Combination of in-service inspection, periodic
testing, analyses, specific measurements, qualification
tests, overall experience support predictive
maintenance programs and allow the right repairs or
replacements on the right time

• These programs are part of the continuous safety

assessments performed

• Managing NPP life encompasses technical aspects for
safe and reliable operation and economical aspects

• This approach applied to the Belgian NPP's has
shown profitable : it results in high availability,
competitive cost and reasonable perspective for the
long term

"RACTESEL
energy engineering •
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES IN SUPPORT OF
CANDU PLANT LIFE MANAGEMENT:

A CANADIAN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

By: B.A. Shalaby, E.G. Price, J.R. Hopkins, P. Charlebois
Presented by: Manfred P. Puls

at the
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting of the International

Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power
Plants
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OUTLINE

1. Plant Life Management (PLIM) for CANDU NPPs

2. Aspects of Plant Life Management
• Approach
• Technical
• Regulatory
• Utilities Program
• Supporting R&D

3. Conclusions
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PLIM for CANDU NPPs

1. MULTIFACETED TASK
Integration of numerous activities and programs;

• Inspection
• Maintenance (surveillance, preventive maintenance, etc.)
• Designer Assessment of data
• Feedback from supporting R&D
• Information exchange amongst similar plants

2. Joint Effort between Utilities, AECL and AECB
• Utilities (NBP, HQ, QNPC, NASA, RENEL, etc.)
• Designer/Supplier (AECL)
• Regulatory Authority (AECB, KINS, etc.)

BASMA/ PWPT/NLfTHOS-PUM



CANDU Reactors in Operation or Under Construction
Name

Pickering 1
Pickering 2
Pickering 3
Pickering 4
Bruce 1
Bruce 2
Bruce 3
Bruce 4
Point Lepreau
Gentilly-2
Wolsong 1
Embalse
Pickering 5
Pickering 6
Pickering 7
Pickering 8
Bruce 5
Bruce 6
Bruce 7
Bruce 8
Darlington 1
Darlington 2
Darlington 3
Darlington 4
Cernavoda 1-3
Wolsong 2,3&4

Location
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Korea
Argentina
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Romania
Korea

Capacity MWe(net)
515
515
515
515
848*
848*
848*
848*
633
638
638
600
516
516
516
516
860
860
860
860
881
881
881
881

665x3
668x3

* Electrical equivalent (electricity plus process steam)
** Forecast date for Unit #3

In-Service date
1971
1971
1972
1973
1977
1977
1978
1979
1983
1983
1983
1984
1983
1984
1984
1986
1985
1984
1984
1987
1990
1989
1991
1992

1996/2003**
1997/1999

Age (years)
26
26
25
24
20
20
19
18
14
14
14
13
14
13
13
11
12
13
13
10
7
8
6
5
1
-

BASMA/ PWPT/NUTHOSPLIM



Aspects of Plant Life Management

A Multiphase Approach

PLIM Schedule of CANDU 6 NPPs (with 1983 In-service date)

1983 1994 1998

'97

Phiase

2002
2008 20012 2013/2020 2032

1

Phase 2

Design Life of
30 years at
80% Capacity
factor

Life Extension
to >40 years
at 80% CF

J
BASMA/ PWPT/Nl/THOS PLIM



The CANDU PLIM Multiphase Approach

Phase Period Scope
Phase 1 1994-1998

Phase 2 1998-2008

Phase 3 2008-2012

Scoping Study
Identification of critical SSCs.
Ageing assessment studies of critical components
Scoping of regulatory and safety related design modifications
Supporting R&D
Advanced Technology Development
Phase 2 Planning

Detail Planning Evaluations and Engineering
• Formulation and planning of the detailed PLIM program
• CANDU 6 detailed inspection and specific residual life

assessment of key components
• Implementation of some life management programs, plant

monitoring, surveillance, etc..
• Documentation for submission to the regulatory authorities
• Continuation of advanced technology development
Refurbish. Replacement and Rehabilitation
• Implementation
• Rehabilitation Programs (e.g. Fuel Channel Replacement Program)

BASM/V PWPT/NltTHOS-PUM



B. PLIM Technical Elements

• Ageing Characterization for Critical Components

• Effective Maintenance Strategy

• Inspection and Surveillance

• Repair and Refurbishment

• Verification/Compliance with Licensing Basis

BASMA/ PWPT/NUTHOS-PUM



Elements of CANDU Plant Life Management

Safety
Critical

omponent

Definition of Critical
Components

Determination of
Ageing Mechanisms

Ageing Assessment
and Plausible

Degradation Mechanisms

1
R&D

Programs

I
Life Management

Programs

Other Critical
Components (economics ]

and performance) ^
)ata (design,

^manufacturing, operational^
environmental, safety

analysis, etcj

Identify stressors

I
Review history
(operational,
environmental data

Review designs and
manufacturing and
safety analysis data

Mitigation Methods

Surveillance
. (ISI, tests) Cinvironmenta

Qualification
Records

Refurbishment/
Replacement

/Adjustment in operating\
I environments and practices I
\ to reduce stresses. /

Phase 1
Phase 2

BASMW PWPT/NUTHOS PLIM
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CANDU Critical Components >
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Fuel Channel

Steam Generators

Calandria Vessel/Supports

Reactor Headers, Pressurizer, Piping

Some Secondary Side Piping

Cables

Civil Containment Structures

Turbine/Turbine Generator

Cooling Water Intake

BASM/V PWPT/NUTHOSPUM



Integrated Approach to Life Ass

CANDU
Components

Critical Components

y* -N^

/CANDU\
Nuclear

I Power
V Plant J

^iNoi ivepiaceaoie;

Critical Components
(Replaceable)

w Non-Critical
Components

urance

Plant Life
Assurance Methods

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Refurbish

Long Design Life

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Replace/Refurbish/Retube

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Refurbish

BASM/V PWPT/NUTHOSPLIM



Summary of Major CANDU Steam Generator Degradation
Mechanisms and Ageing Management Actions

1 Degradation Mechanism

TubeODSCC

Tube Pitting

Tube Fretting

Corrosion of Carbon Steel
Supports

Primary Divider Plate Damage

V

Site/Location

Bruce 1-4

Pickering 5-8

Pickering 1-4

Point Lepreau

Bruce 5-8

Bruce 1-4

All CANDU SGs

Ageing Management Action (In-Progress) \

Internal SG modifications to reduce stresses
Waterlancing and chemical cleaning
Extensive tube inspection/plugging
Removal of copper fromfeedtrain
Reduction of corrosion product transport

Waterlancing and chemical cleaning
Extensive tube inspection/plugging
Removal of copper fromfeedtrain

Waterlancing and chemical cleaning

Waterlancing and chemical cleaning
Tube inspection/plugging/sleeving

Extensive tube inspection campaigns
Internal modifications

Boric acid addition

Inspection and repair of damaged bolts
Possible redesign/replacement of divider plates /

o

BASMW PWPWIinHOS-PUM
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Duration ofRetubing Activities, Actual and
Predicted for Five Reactors

390

390

PTs

PTs

PI

P2

390 PTs

390 PTs

480 PTs

P3

P4

Bl

Months

i

J_L

M T

rr ii i i

11

n.

o 10 20 30 40

* Predicted

Unit
Preparation

Vault
Preparation

Fuel Channel
Removal

Inspection
Fuel Channel
Installation

Restart In-Service

50 60

BASMW PWPT/NUTHOSPtIM



Summary of Ageing Issues ofCANDU PTs

00
to

/ Mechanism

Irradiation Enhanced
Deformation

DHC due to a hydride
blister (from PT/CT contact)

DHC due to stress
concentration
(tube flaw)

Potential
Consequences

Deformation > Design
Allowance

Tube Rupture

LBB

Units Affected

Pickering (1-4)
Bruce (1-2)

All other units

Pickering (1-4)
Bruce (1-2)

Units with 4 potentially
displaced spacers

All other units

Early units

Later units

Life Management \

LSFCR

• Monitoring deformation of
operating tubes

• Testing at fast flux facilities

LSFCR

SLAR prior to BFT

No special maintenance needed

PT with flaws removed

Sources of tube flaws

eliminated. No action /
needed. /

BASMW PWPTJNUTHOS-PUM
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C. The Canadian Regulatory Aspect

1990 : AECB Generic Action on Plant Life Management to CANDU
Utilities in Canada

1992: Draft AECB Document Issued.
• Fundamental Requirement: Ageing Management of SSC:

- to ensure public safety
• Specific Requirement

- Auditable PLIM program
- Key elements consistent with current understanding

BASMW PWPT/NinHOSPLIM



Canadian Utilities' Programs

New Brunswick Power (Pt. Lepreau)

• Basis of program:

- Probability of component failure leading to accident
initiation > that assumed in the original design.

- Accident consequences within the original licensing basis.

Hydro Quebec

• All programs identified are amongst those of NBP's.

Ontario Hydro (Pickering, Bruce. Darlington)

• Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle.
BASMW PWPTINUTHOSPUM
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Objectives of OH PLIM Program
1. To ensure that appropriate maintenance, inspection or

surveillance programs are in place for station SCCs critical
to 40 years of safe performance.

2. To implement those programs in such a way that ongoing
quality and effectiveness of the programs is assured.

3. To incorporate operating experience to continuously improve
the ageing management programs and respond to new
concerns as they arise.

4. To carry out periodic program review (QA Audits and Peer
Evaluations) and initiate modifications in programs not
meeting objectives.

BASMA/ PWPT/NUTHOSPIIM



OHN Ageing Management Model

Plan
Ensure that appropriate maintenance, inspection or
surveillance programs are in place for station systems,
structures and components critical to safety

0 0

Act
Carry out periodic program review and initiate
modifications to programs not meeting their
objectives.

Do
Implement those programs in such a way that ongoing
quality and effectiveness of the programs is assured.

Check
Incorporate operating experience to continuously
improve the ageing management programs and
respond to new concerns as they arise.

BASMA/PWPT/NUTHOSPUM



E. Supporting R&D Objective of the R&D
Programs:

"Characterize, through R&D, all plausible degradation

mechanisms of critical components, and develop

inspection, monitoring and mitigating techniques to

manage ageing."

BASM/V PWPT/NUTHOSPLIM
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Summary of COG Specific R&D Programs (current & Planned)

/ CANDU Degradation
1 Components Mechanisms

Fuel Channels

Steam Generators

Process and Safety
Related
Components
(pressure vessels,
heat exchangers,
rotating machinery, etc.)

Plant Piping/
Elastomers

Concrete Structure

\Nuclear Cables

X

X

X

X

X

Ageing
Data

X

X

X

X

X

Life
Prediction

X

X

X

Maintenance Obsolescence \̂
Guidelines (subcomponents) \

X
(Fitness for

Service
Guidelines)

X
(Fitness for

Service
Guidelines)

X

X

X

BASMA/ PWPT/NUTHOS-PUM
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Inspection and Monitoring: Present R&D Programs

f
PHT Fatigue Monitoring

Valve Diagnostics

Motor Monitoring

Defect Sizing

Pump Monitoring

Erosion - Corrosion Susceptibility

ET Fretting Wear

Pipe Flaws - Gauging

Real Time Radiography

Capability
Development

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Efficiency
Improvement

X

X

Component N.
Life Prediction \

X

X

X

X

X

X

ET (for wide range of CANDU materials) X X
BASMA/ PWPTINUTHOS PlIM



Integrated Approach to Life Assurance

o
I

'CANDIT
Nuclear
Power
Plant

CANDU
Components

Critical Components
(Not Replaceable)

Critical Components
(Replaceable)

Non-Critical
Components

Plant Life
Assurance Methods

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Refurbish

Long Design Life

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Replace/Refurbish/Retube

Condition Monitoring

Inspection/Maintenance

Refurbish

Critical
Factors

Research &
Development

Operation/
Maintenance

o
Engineering/
Design

O
Experienceo
Successes/
Technological
Advances

o
International
Development

BASMfy PWPT/NimOS-PUM



CANDU Plant Life Management (PLIM) Program Elements

Phase 1
Life Assessment

Studies

CANDU Methodology
for screening and

defining critical SSCs

Life Assessment
Studies

(Level I, II, III)
of critical SSCs

Phase 2
Life Attainment/Life

Extension

Phase 3
Retubing

Rehabilitation

Chemistry Control
Review

Licensing

CANDU 6 ROP
Margins Design

Mitigation

Cable Life
Assessment

. CANDU Industry
Maintenance Manual

CANDU Industry
Inspection Manual

PUM/Program Elements_KM

Fuel Channel Life
Assurance Task Team

Identification Assessment of
Potential Aging Issues:
Technology Watch Analysis
Plan pagei



Conclusions

• PLIM is an essential part of good performance

• PLIM is an essential part of developing the scope for
rehabilitation and life extension

Implementation of PLIM strategies is essential to securing
good operation past rehabilitation.

BASMA/PWPT/NUTHOSPLIM
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LIFETIME MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

ARE DIRECTED TO :

NPP DUKOVANY - 4 UNITS WITH WER-440/V-213c

TYPE REACTORS IN OPERATION

NPP TEMELIN - 2 UNITS WITH WER-440A/-320C

TYPE REACTORS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

-94 -



PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 1 -

PREPARATION OF PROCEDURES AND GUIDES

FOR LIFETIME/INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT OF MAIN

COMPONENTS :

1. SONS REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFETIME AND

INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT DURING

OPERATION

1.1. REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

1.2 INTERNALS

FINISHED, PREPARED FOR APPROVAL BY THE SONS

1.3 STEAM GENERATOR

PREPARATION STARTED

1.4 NDE EQUIPMENT AND METHODS QUALIFICATION

1.5 EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

- 9 5 -



2. CODE FOR LIFETIME EVALUATION OF

REACTOR COMPONENTS

PREPARED UNDER ASI (ASOCIACE STROJNICH INZENYRu)

= CZECH ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

MAIN PRINCIPLES AND TRENDS :

W E R REACTOR WERE DESIGNED ACCORDING TO

SOVIET CODES AND RULES WITH SOVIET TYPE

MATERIALS

LIST OF MATERIALS SHOULD BE EXTENDED BY

SIMILAR MATERIALS OF OTHER PROVENIENCES

ASSESSMENT APPROACHES FOR LIFETIME

EVALUATION SHOULD BE HARMONIZED WITH

APPROACHES USED FOR PWR TYPE REACTORS

SECTION I - BASE MATERIALS

1st VERSION WILL BE FINISHED IN 1997

SECTION II - WELDING MATERIALS

1st VERSION WILL BE FINISHED IN 1998

SECTION ill - CODE FOR STRENGTH CALCULATIONS

DURING DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

FINISHED AND ISSUED IN 1997

-96-



SECTION IV - LIFETIME EVALUATION OF REACTOR

COMPONENTS

1st VERSION WILL BE FINISHED IN 1997

BASED ON PROCEDURES PREPARED FOR

NPPs

SECTION V - TESTING METHODS

1st VERSION WILL BE PREPARED IN 1998

- 9 7 -



PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 2 -

DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED MECHANICAL

PROPERTIES OF REACTOR COMPONENT

MATERIALS

- STATIC, DYNAMIC AND ARREST FRACTURE

TOUGHNESS OF VESSEL MATERIALS

- STANDARD TYPE SPECIMENS (up to

150 mm thickness)

BIAXIAL LOADING (cruciform specimens up

to 90 mm thickness)

preliminary results for 15Kh2MFA type steel

obtained showed to some decrease of static

fracture toughness values due to biaxial

loading

- NDT AND RTNDT TEMPERATURES

results obtained showed to similar values of

RTNDT and Tk0 transition temperatures for

15Kh2MFA and 15Kh2NMFA type steels

- 9 8 -
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CRACK GROWTH RATE AND INITIATION

CONDITIONS IN AIR AND PRIMARY WATER

PARAMETERS

autoclaves

water testing loops

water testing loops in LVR-15 reactor

irradiation assisted stress corrosion tests in

water loop situated in LVR-15 reactor

stress corrosion tests in heavily pre-irradiated

material

CORROSION-EROSION RATE IN SECONDARY

CIRCUIT MATERIALS

-100-



PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 3-

PROJECT OF RPV LIFETIME AND INTEGRITY
ASSESSMENT :

ANALYSIS AND QUANTIFICATION OF MAIN DAMAGE
MECHANISMS AND THEIR EFFECTS

WER-1000 :
- PREOPERATIONAL IRRADIATION OF ARCHIVE

MATERIALS (SURVEILLANCE MATERIALS)
- MODIFICATION OF SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS

PROGRAMME
- MOCK-UP EXPERIMENTS IN LR-0 FOR

PRECISION OF NEUTRON FLUX CALCULATIONS
AND DETERMINATIONS

WER-440 :
- PRECISION OF NEUTRON FLUENCE

DETERMINATION ON SURVEILLANCE
SPECIMENS AND VESSEL WALL

measurements on outer vessel wall
recalculation of neutron fluxes
special measurements in new irradiation chains
mock-up experiments in LR-0 reactor

-101-



RE-EVALUATION OR STANDARD SURVEILLANCE

PROGRAMMES

re-evaluation of neutron fluxes and fluences

reconstitution of halves of Charpy impact

specimens into pre-cracked Charpy type

specimens for static fracture toughness testing

(at the same fluence as Charpy impact)

results : Charpy impact transition temperatures

(T40J) are, in general, lower than static

fracture toughness (T100MPam05)

transition temperatures;

shifts from dynamic type tests (Charpy

impact and dynamic fracture

toughness) are practically identical

IRRADIATION OF SPECIAL "MEASURING

IRRADIATION CHAINS" FOR :

determination of spatial distribution of

neutron fluxes within containers and chains

precision of neutron fluxes

assessment of iradiation temperature using

melting wire monitors
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ pic
Division of Integrity and Materials

POSSIBLE SOLUTION =

= SPECIMENS RECONSTITUTION

METHOD USED IN THE NRI :

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

ELECTRICAL INPUT = 5 kW

INSERTS = 10 AND 14 MM LONG

METHOD VERIFICATION :

ASTM E 1253-38 -

STANDARD GUIDE FOR RECONSTITTJION OF

IRRADIATED CHARPY SPECIMENS
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RECONSTITUTION

BROKEN Ch-V - SAMPLE

CUTTING

WA

id, M
I

MACHINING

WELDING

V

FINAL MACHINING + NOTCH CUTTING

y CYCLING

SIDE GROOVING
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Tvpical resuh of lime-temperature dependence in
the distance equal 10 2 mm from notch plane
(insert length equal to 10 mm)
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WER-440 STEEL
COMPARISON OF TRANSITION TEMP.SHIFTS
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CORRELATION OF TRANSITION SHIFTS
SURVEILLANCE RESULTS
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CORRELATION OF TRANSITION SHIFTS
STEEL 15Kh2NMFA
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SUPPLEMENTARY SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME

WITH 4 PARTS :

IRRADIATION WITH LOW LEAD FACTOR (<3)

AIM - to obtain results better representing RPV

materials behaviour

Re-design of containers and chains

Use of archive materials for further

reconstitution after irradiation

Use of IAEA reference material (JRQ) for

control of irradiation conditions

Use of activation and fission monitors

Irradiation times up to RPV design lifetime

ANNEALING EFFICIENCY AND RE-

EMBRITTLEMENT RATE

AIM - to support potential decision of RPV

annealing

irradiation of annealed archive materials

irradiated within the standard surveillance

programme

testing of I + R + I specimens
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IRRADIATION AND ANNEALING OF CLADDING

MATERIALS

AIM - to obtain information of cladding materials

damage during operation

irradiation and annealing of "archive" cladding

materials

DOSIMETRY CHAINS

AIM - to monitor neutron fluences in RPV during

the whole remaining RPV lifetime

chains contain containers with neutron monitors

as well as IAEA reference material (JRQ) for

checking irradiation conditions

planned irradiation time - 2 to 3 years to be

inserted in each unit after material chains will

be withdrawn
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RPV INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT :

- CALCULATION OF SPECIFIC PTS REGIMES

- THERMOHYDRA ULIC CALCULA TIONS

- RPV WALL STRESS AND TEMPERA TURE

FIELDS

- RPV INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT

- EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF PTS

CALCULATIONS -

- LARGE SCALE SPECIMENS TESTING -

SECTION OF 150X600 MM UNDER

SIMULA TED PTS REGIMES

- CRUCIFORM TYPE SPECIMENS
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RPV/DUKOMANY NPP - AgeinglManagement

ORIGINAL AND
SUPPLEMENTARY
SURVEILLANCE

PROGRAMME

INDICATION AND
[ZING OF DEFECTS ,

TRESS STATE
ANALYSIS

ACTURE MECRANICS

THERMO-HYDRAULIC
ANALYSES

DOSIMETRYJ':[ 'WM
Downcomer

MATERLAL•..... .Reactor core _§vj-=
PROPERTIES

Base metal

Cladding
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stress state J

Specification
of accidents

resulting in PTS

Thermo-hydraulic )
analysis ^ /

Surveillance
program

Determination of >.Evaluation of
irradiation

embrittlement

Detection and sizing
defects

Fracture mechanics
Analysis

Comparison oi
Data PTS EVALUATION

imulated E.O.L. matenal properties

PTS* Pressurized Thermal Shock
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RPV/DUKOVANY NPP - Present Status {1 }

Surveillance program (SP): evaluated and re-evaluated

Supplementary surveillance
program (SSP): prepared, 1st string set will be

loaded in 1997

Dosimetry: measurement inside and
outside RPV,
model experiments, recalculations

Reference data: recommendation - join the IAEA
databank
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RPV/ DUKOVANY NPP - Present Status ( 2 )

Detection and sizing
of defects : ISI verification program is in

progress in the PHARE 4.1.2.
frame

Thermo-hydraulic analyses: First calculations are performed
very limited scope (RPV
symmetrical cooling-down)

Determination of stress state: First calculations are of
very limited scope

PTS experiments: To join and participate at the
FALSIRE program, to continue in
experiments on the cruciform
specimens

Simulation of the material
properties at the end of life: - Results of SP and DSP

- To start irradiation program of the
cladding during 97/98 years
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 4 -

PROJECT FOR INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT OF
INTERNALS

GOALS :
to ensure life management of materials of internals
which damaga result from radiation embrittlement
and irradiation-assisted stress corrosion
to determine changes in mechanical as well as
corrosion-mechanical properties for nowadays
situation and for EOL
to propose methods for monitoring changes in
material properties
to determine threshold values of initiation stresses
and fluences together with assesment of corrosion
crack growth rate trends

testing methods :
irradiation by fluences up to 25 dpa = approx.
30 years of operation
tensile tests of irradiated materials
slow strain rate tests of pre-irradiated materials
in autoclaves
instrumented hardness measurements of
irradiated materials
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Stress state analysis steady state. Fatigue

Stress state analysis

Analysis of defect

Calculation of neutron fluxes

\initiation and growth

Determination of end of life
fluence

Irradiation to E.O.L. fluences values
end of life

Tensile tests Instrumented
hardness

Sensitivity to
corrosion

damage

Strain ase embrittlement

Stress threshold values for damage
initiation

Damage growth
kinetics
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 5 -

PROJECT FOR LIFETIME ASSESSMENT OF STEAM

GENERATORS

- CORROSION TESTS OF SG TUBES

- RUPTURE TESTS OF DAMAGED TUBES

- PROPOSAL OF TUBES "PLUGGING" CRITERIA

- CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION

IN FEEDWATER PIPING AND ITS EFFECT ON

FATIGUE LIFETIME

- MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION

- CORROSION MECHANICAL TESTS OF BOLTING

JOINTS OF SG HEAD COLLECTORS
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WATER CHEMISTRY
REGIMES

secondary circuit coolant
concentration
detection of aggressive impurities
and corrosion damage _.
mechanism

- effectivity of blowdowns and
sludge removal

- intercircuit leakage

DAMAGE

• corrosion-mechanical defects
(defect dimensions, initiation of
Kiscc, velocity of crack growth)

- resistance against the tube rupture
(penetrating and not penetrating defects)

LIMITS AND
ALTERNATIVE CRITERLA

- intercircuit leakage
(blowdowns, N16)

- leakage limits
- limits for plugging
- probability of tube defects

CALCULATIONS

- strength and lifetime calculation
according to ASME Code
(NTD, A~S.I.)

- brittle fracture resistance
(rupture of the steam piping,
feed piping)

- fatisue damase resistance

INTEGRITY AND
LIFETIME

ASSESSMENT

PREVENTIVE INSPECTION

- defect orientation and localisation
- crack growth rate
- inspection intervals

REPAIRS, INNOVATIONS

effect of applied technology on
materials properties and system
lifetime
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STEALS .GENERATOR/DUKOVANY HPP.
'. ;::;;x;: r-vi^ preseht stafcLis-- *

Damage areas

Tubes, Tube support plate, Primary collectors
Original distribution of feed water

Operation concerns

Water chemistry, Primary to secondary leakage
Analyses of stresses and fatigue loading
Water level control, Secondary water purification system
Condensers leakage
Removable joint of primary collectors

NDE testing & inspection areas

Tubes, Collectors, Welded Joints, Feedwater System
New Methods

Innovations and Maintenance targets

Blowdown, TubePlugging,Primary Collectors
Feedwater System Replacement
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critical locations identification with respect to cavity sludge
concentration

residual life assessment in all critical locations

• predictions for specified water chemistry regimes

• sensitivity analysis to simulate efects

change in operation conditions (inerease of power,
power regulation

rron standard water chemistry

• development of expert" system covering all above specified
items.
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 6 -

SAFETY IMPORTANT PIPING
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Temperature
in casu re in cut

Loading sequences
check on (lie fatigue

lifetime

Properties of aged
tu ate rial; Rp, Rin ,

[Detcrm irintiou of sensitivity
to corrosion, internal
stresses, ovality effect

Static ntul dynamic stress state
Non-stntionary thermnl

stresses

Evaluation of the piping systems
integrity (in the special cases
the LB1J concept application)

Non-destructive
testing



LBB Application Completed for Primary Piping
Js500

Completed for piping to
pressuriser - without
stratification

Leak Detection Scheme
Activity Measurement

Humidity

Mass Balance

Low activity - conditions
not yet met

Could be accepted
HUM0N-V2 system

Insufficient detail

Acoustic emission Completed 1st Q 1997

Cold Injection - pressuriser & Completed, including nozzles
HP1 Of loops No. 2,3 & 5 to Primary Piping
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1.To complete NDT verification in the framework of PHARE
1.02/94 and in proposed extension of PHARE 1.02 (98-
99).

2.To start temperature measurements on the piping to the
-pressurizer. To modify the computing- model for
stratification with respect to the experimental results.

3.To start temperature measurements and the follow-up
evaluation of the HPI system.

4.To perform an evaluation of the remaining piping
systems.

• LP ECCS piping
• Hydroacumulator piping to the RPV
• Primary coolant continuous purification piping
• Pressurizer by-pass piping to the pressurizer relief

tank
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 7 -

INTEGRITY OF SECONDARY CIRCUIT
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Integrity of secondary circuits

Possible mechanisms of degradation:

• erosion corrosion (flow accelerated corrosion)
• dynamic impact
• fatigue
• corrosion
• cavitation
• dynamic aging

Principal stressors:

• water environment with chemical additives and impurities
• water/steam flow
• pressure / temperature
• external loadings, seismicity
• repeated loading

Consequences of failure:

• safety impacts
• economy of production
• impact on the other components
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Erosion corrosion (flow accelerated corrosion):

continuous process of material removal from the surface due to
transport processes and dissolution of surface layer by flowing
environment.

Consequences:

• frequent replacements / outages
• loss of integrity

Main influencing factors:

• material, esp. Cr content
• temperature
• water chemistry, pH
• thermodynamic state
• flow rate: value, homogenity
• oxygen content

Possibilities to minimize / eliminate erosion corrosion damage:

• engineering judgment
• extensive measurements of all possibly sensitive components
• application of laboratory data to predict the wear
• usage of predictive technologies
• frequent replacements
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Erosion corrosion in WER Dukovany

experience before the start of complex assessment program:

leakages / ruptures in the most influenced components of extraction
line and moisture separator
substantial wear found in particular valves, elbows and orifices in
FW lines replaced before leak could occur
inspections based on engineering judgment
inspections limited in number of components and extends of
meshes

Goals in 1993 (start of the program)
• to introduce the complex assessment program in order to minimize

the risk of leak or rupture in the feedwater train, later extended to
all possibly sensitive pipelines

• to establish the team of people in NPP and NRI responsible for
measurements, predictions and evaluation

• to start inspections based on the predictive technology and to use
data from inspections for further improvement of predictions

• to introduce as soon as possible all necessary working manuals and
procedures into the practice

Subsequent tasks:
• extension of analysis to other systems: extraction lines, condensate
• calculation of bending stresses for feedwater piping
• preparation of defects evaluation procedure
• decrease of number of inspected components

Future tasks:
• keep the model updated
• small bores analysis
• data analysis to prepare trends to eliminate unnecessary inspections
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Further improvement of prediction efficiency

outputs from the prediction models:

• wear rate

• time to critical thickness

• prediction curves, line correction factors (cover of unknown

material composition, data inputs,...)

Goal: to select components for predictions, which:

• possess high wear rate

• can improve the model substantially

Ways to improve the predictions / selection of components for

inspections:

• measurement of chromium content

• analysis of chromium and wear rate data to minimize the

conservatism of prediction

• try to find general correlations between the components:

* geometrically identical components lying on the ,,parallel" lines

should behave similarly

* differences between units (for example rate of component

replacement) should correspond with water chemistry and flow

rate
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 8 -

CABLES
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Aging of cable samples Dynamic hardness tester
development

Mechanical testing of
samples

Modelling of identition
diagrams

Calibrations of the method

Nondestructive evaluation
of

cables degradation
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Cable definition: Equipment qualification programme
defines types of cables and
environmental conditions

Cables ageing: Samples are artificially aged by radiation
and temperature

Cables testing: Mechanical properties tests are
underway

Dynamic hardness tester: The development of the hardness tester
is completed. Results from the test:
time dependencies of velocity
acceleration force penetration depth

Calibration of the method: Correlation of parameters obtained by
dynamic hardness tester with
mechanical properties
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QABLES/DUKOVANY HPP
Conclusion and Recommendations

Set up of the measuring device and performing tests on initial

and aged samples

Analysis (modelling) of indentation diagrams and development

of the evaluation method of ..primary results"

Calibration of the method

Performance testr in the NPP environment
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PRINCIPLE DIRECTION 9 -

NON-DESTRUCTIVE METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

QUALIFICATION
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ, pic
Division of Integrity and Materials
250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

PHARE 93 project 4.1.2

W E R 440-213 In-service Inspection (RPV)

Contractor: consortium BELGATOM, S.A (Belgium), EdF (France),

Intercontrole (France) and Siemens (Germany)

Western subcontractor: JRC Petten (EU)

Local subcontractor: consortium NRI Rez, pic and SKODA (CZ)

Main Beneficiary: Dukovany NPP (Co-B: Bohunice and Paks NPPs)

3 test assemblies designed and manufactured:

• W E R 440 nozzle with dissimilar weld

(500 mm I.D. - BM: 15Kh2MFA low alloy steel)

* inspection area: nozzle inner radius

simulated defects: 4 underclad cracks ( PISC type A EDM notches)

2 fatigue cracks in cladding (PISC type A EDM notches)

* inspection area: dissimilar weld

simulated defects: 11 lack of fusion (narrow EDM notches)

8 fatigue cracks (PISC type A EDM notches)

• W E R 1000 nozzle

(850 mm I.D. - BM: 15Kh2NMFA low alloy steel)

* inspection area: nozzle inner radius

simulated defects: 5 underclad cracks ( PISC type A EDM notches)

4 fatigue cracks through cladding (PISC type A EDM notches)
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ, pic
Division of Integrity and Materials
250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

W E R 1000 simulated nozzle with homogenous weld

(850 mm ID. - BM: 15Kh2NMFA low alloy steel)

inspection area: homogenous weld

simulated defects: 9 lack of fusion (narrow EDM notches)

8 fatigue cracks (PISC type A EDM notches)

other test assemblies with inspection areas designed for manufacturing

in the near future (project continuation):

W E R 440 RPV circumferential weld (13 defects designed)

W E R 1000 RPV circumferential weld (13 defects designed)

repaired welds and cladding with implanted defects

qualification procedure for the above inspection areas prepared for

implementation in Beneficiary countires

Documentation for NDT Qualification Process

being prepared for the Czech Authority

ISI Qualification methodology for W E R 440 and W E R 1000 RPVs

(including procedures, requirements, test block specifications)
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ, pic
Division of Integrity and Materials
250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

PHARE 94 NUCLEAR SAFETY

project PH 1.02/94

In-service Inspections of Primary Circuit Components

Contractor: consortium TECNATOM, S.A (Spain) and VTT (Finland)

Western subcontractors: JRC Petten (EU), IVO (Finalnd)

Local subcontractor: NRI Rez, pic (Division of Integrity and Materials)

Main Beneficiary. Dukovany NPP (Co-B: Bohunice and Paks NPPs)

5 test assemblies being designed and manufactured:

• Pressurizer pipe to main circulation pipe weld

(245 mm to 500 mm - BM: 08CH18N10T austenitic steel)

implanted flaws: 5 PISC type A EDM notches

• Safety cooling pipe to main circulation pipe weld

(108 mm to 500 mm - BM: 08CH18N10T austenitic steel)

implanted flaws: 7 PISC type A EDM notches

• Steam Generator Transition weld No. 4.3.1.

(upper part: steam generator shell -22K steel,

lower part: primary collector - 08CH18N10T austenitic steel)

implanted flaws: 4 PISC type A EDM notches

1 fatigue crack implanted
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE REZ, \
Division of Integrity and Materials
250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

• Transition nozzle to main circulation pump elbow weld

(transition nozzle and elbow: 08CH18N10T austenitic steel)

implanted flaws: 8 PISC type A EDM notches

2 fatigue cracks implanted

• Transition nozzle to main circulation pipe weld

(transition nozzle and piping: 08CH18N10T austenitic steel)

implanted flaws: 8 PISC type A EDM notches

2 fatigue cracks implanted

• 5 calibration blocks with the original welds, notches and SDH being

manufactured for dynamic calibration

• Performance demonstration/practical open trials will be conducted as

a part of NDT qualification of:

• improved UT procedure

• equipment for automated/mechanized inspections with 3

scanners and UT system (SIROCO+SUMIAD+MASERA)

based on a written qualification procedure in compliance with the

ENIQ methodology

• Technical justification for the above austenitic and dissimilar welds

include Czech RRT results, PISC and ENIQ pilot study experience
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XA9949575

CEQ INTERNATIONAL WCHUONG GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

SOME ACTIVITIES IN FRANCE RELATED TO LIFE
MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

P. PETREQUIN

f f J J J I INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

SOME ACTIVITIES IN FRANCE RELATED TO LIFE
MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

• SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

• Replacement of the steam generators of TRICASTIN 1 plant in
last July in 33,5 days.

• Defect detected in december 1996 in the Emergency Core
Cooling circuit of the DAMPIERRE 1 reactor.

• The programme of expertise of the decommisssionned
CHOOZ A reactor is nearly completed

• PROGRAMMES IN PROGRESS

• Irradiations on materials for internals in progress (5dpa)

•J* Fracture toughness of irradiated coarse grained HAZ

• Studies on cast stainless steels: NDE, Toughness
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osa INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENTOFNUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

Cracking of the ECC circuit of DAMPIERRE 1

O Defect detected in december 1996 in a 6" pipe in the
Emergency Core Cooling circuit of the DAMPIERRE 1
reactor.

• This defect is attributed to fatigue due to thermal fluctuations

caused by a leak in a valve

• This kind of cracking looks similar to the events of FARLEY 2

(1987), TfflANGE 1 (1988) and DAMPIERRE 2 (1992).

• Location of cracking at a supporting device.

• NDE of the same location on other plants in progress.

cea INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LITE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNAOCTOBER 1997

Cracking of the ECC circuit of DAMPIERRE 1

ThnMgh Crack
Circonferential Internal Length 90mm
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON UFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

EXPERTISE OF THE CHOOZ A VESSEL

• Specimens of vessel steel cutted out of trepans.

• Charpy V and Toughness tests completed.

• Good agreement between the observed results and the
predicted values from the surveillance programme.

INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

FRENCH IRRADIATION PROGRAMME ON INTERNALS

O IDAHO EBRElOdpa 375°C Completed

• CASEvELR Osiris 10 dpa 330°C Phase 1 completed

O ALEXANDRA Osiris 10 dpa 330°C In irradiation

D BORIS Bor 60 15/80 dpa330°C Phase 1 completed

• SAMARA SM3 1/30 dpa 300°C

• Irradiation by protons and electrons
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING CROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

IDAHO EXPERIMENT

• Irradiation at 10 dpa 375°C in EBRII

• Tensile and impact specimens Tubes

• s.a. 304L c.w. 316 s.a. 316 s.a. and c.w. 316 Ti

• Uniform elongation of s.a. 304L very low 0,2%

• Uniform elongation of c.w. 316 better

• Uniform elongation of some s.a. 316 Ti significantly
better

cea INTERNATIONAL WORKINGGROUPONUFEMANAGEMENTOFNUCLEARPOWERPLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

IDAHO EXPERIMENT
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

CASIMIR / ALEXANDRA EXPERIMENTS

Irradiations in Osiris reactor

CASIMIR in NaK environment

ALEXANDRA in Water environment

s.a. 304L c.w. 316 s.a. 316 s.a. and c.w. 316 Ti
Same as in IDAHO

O Tension specimen Pressurised tubes Tubes with
swelling kernels

• Phase 1 of CASIMIR 2,8 dpa Completed

• 10 dpa end 1998

cea INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

IRRADITION BY IONS, PROTONS AND ELECTRONS

• Change of chemical composition at grain boundaries by ion,
proton or electron irradiation as in neutron long term irradiation.

316L irradiated by Kr ions, 770MeV 350°C 3,6 dpa
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING CROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OFNUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

ZAT EXPERIMENT

• Irradiation in Osiris reactor 290°C 7,5 1019 n/cm2

• A 508 cl3 Vessel material cladded

D Specimens at different locations in the ZAT and in base
metal

• Charpy V, Tension, 10 and 12,5 mm thick CT
specimens

O Irradiation completed

D Plans for TENOR and BARYTON experiments with
thicker toughness specimens (50mm)

INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON LIFE MANAGEMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS VIENNA OCTOBER 1997

STUDIES ON CAST STAINLESS STEELS

• Significant progress in the NDE of cast stainless steel by
a specific selection of US transducer and signal
processing.

• Toughness measured on specimens with actual casting
defects

• Fundamental studies related to toughness measurement
taking into account the grain to grain desorientations
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MPA XA9949576
STUTTGART

Overview of German R&D Activities

Relevant to

Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

IAEA-Meeting IWG-LMNPP
Vienna, October 6-8,1997

Rainer Gillot
Staatliche Materialprufungsanstalt (MPA)

University of Stuttgart, Germany
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NP Issues in the

Federal Republic of Germany

Status on Nuclear Energy Production

- no new orders for NPP

- upgrading of exisiting LWRs
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NP Issues in the

Federal Republic of Germany

(continued)

Measures to Qualify Continuing Operation of

NPPs

- investigation of initial toughness of RPV
base material in transverse direction

- effect of neutron flux on transition
temperature shift (dose rate)

- NDE of small defects in and under
cladding (low frequency eddy current)

- investigation of corrosion assisted crack
growth in
- ferritic steel
- Inconel 600
- stabilized austenitic steels X 10 CrNiTi 18 9

X10CrNiNb18
- upgrading of LWR components

- valves
- coolant pumps
- PWR Pressure Vessel Supports
- BWR recirculation piping
- BWR pump bearing pressure piping
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NP Issues in the

Federal Republic of Germany

(continued)

Research Activities

- material behavior under PTS conditions

(NKS, HDR)

- dynamic fracture toughness and crack arrest

- leak before break

- corrosion assisted crack growth

- stress corrosion cracking

- strain induced corrosion cracking

- irradiation behavior of ferritic steel (FKS)

- materials

(base material, weld, HAZ)

- fluence

- dose rate

- in service material degradation

(trepans KRB-A with cladding)

- creep and fatigue in pipe bends
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Plant Management for Life Extension

- use of on-line monotoring systems for

- load (mechanical / thermal)
- vibration
- leakage
- loose parts
- water chemistry (oxygen / conductivity)
- neutron irradiation

- replacement of systems, structures, and
components

goal: - increase in safety
- increase in plant availability
- extension of operating lifetime
- improvement of plant economics
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Participation in International Programs

- NESC (Network for Evaluating Steel Components)

-AMES (Ageing Materials Evaluation and Studies)

- ENIQ (European Network for Inspection Qualification)

- IAEA, OECD, EU, SMiRT, Conferences
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6.4 EURATOM FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 1994-1998 / specific programme
"Nuclear Fission Safety"/ Area A "Exploring Innovative Approaches" and Area B
"Reactor safety/ Severe accidents" 114

6.4.1 AREA A. 1 : Exploring Innovative Approaches / Conceptual Reactor Safety
Features / INNO Cluster 114

6.4.2 AREA B.I : In-vesse! Core Degradation and Coolability / INV Cluster 116
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CONT Cluster 122

i

6.4.6 AREA B.5.1 : Supporting Activities / Accident Management Measures / AMM
Cluster ^ ^ 123

6.4.7 AREAB5.2 : Supporting Activities! / Ageing /AGE Cluster 125



Attechment 4

General Approach
for Components and Systems of Existent

LWRs and Future Concepts

• Assessment of Degradation and Integrity

Evaluation for operational, upset, faulted and

severe accident conditions

(Significance of Safety Factors)

• Modelling of Degradation

• Simulation of Degradation

• Ageing Management

* Prevention Based

* Performance Based

* Risk Informed

Use of Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems

F6, EC, Ageing_2.doc
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